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LAST WORD

SO many of you might kill for a son or daughter who 
follows in your wader-steps, that I feel guilty that 
I’m not more grateful, but the fact is, I‘m so 
stunned by domestic events of recent months that 
other emotions are struggling to gain a foothold.

Apart from guilt, that is. For were there any justice, my son 
would have rejected my hobby the same way I rejected his 
grandfather’s.

Poor Dad. He never laid it on thick, his passion for music: just 
made me take piano lessons for 
a few years and even spared me 
that commitment, once I began 
to study music at O-level. If 
there was any compulsion for 
me to attend his concerts, I 
recall it coming more from my 
mother than from him.

Yet it was all to no avail. 
Customary teenage resistance 
to being what our parents are 
took on a particularly virulent 
form, for reasons I no longer 
remember, culminating in my 
ridiculous pretence of hating 
music in all its forms, 
something that I made the 
mistake of admitting to my 
English teacher.

“Hate music, Prest?” he asked 
incredulously, before the whole class. 
“You’re a strange lad, aren’t you?”

So a karmic circle would have 
undoubtedly closed, had I found 
myself on the receiving end of similar 
rebellion aimed at my own interests, 40 years later. Instead, I 
considered myself to have got off very lightly, Younger Son 
keeping his powder dry solely for those occasions when he’d 
catch me venting about perceived poor journalism in our 
national newspapers.

“Dad,” he’d remind me with a condescending smirk, “you 
write for a fishing magazine…”

Birth of an angler
As I’ve mentioned here in the past, I’ve taken him fishing a 
handful of times: enough, I hoped, to give him a taste without 
making it a chore. In the last 12 months, however, it has 
become apparent that not only has the penny dropped, but it 
has landed in a high-interest account.

I can claim credit only for laying the foundations: the 
clincher, I have no doubt, was a school friend who loves his 
pike and carp fishing. A few outings with him and my 
wide-eyed little boy metamorphosed into a full-on, 
stubble-chinned fishing nut.

Suddenly, it was as if our television had been possessed by 
Jeremy River Monsters Wade. Mysterious small packages 
would hit our doormat every other day, the medium of eBay 
bearing hooks, lures and other gifts from the Far East. I 
found myself regaled over dinner with tales of the fighting 
qualities of mahi-mahi, and eventually became conscious of 
my fishing tackle reserves diminishing and his increasing in 
distinctly similar proportions.

When a mugger made the mistake of accosting him on his 

“No way was he was getting my 
wallet”, he calmly told his white-

faced mother. “That’s where I keep 
my fishing licence.”

WADING IN
Handing on the baton to your kids is usually a gradual process, but 
sometimes it is one day, one moment that you’ll never forget.

way home from school and was decked by a knee to the groin 
for his troubles, even that timeless, terrifying naivety of 
youth had an angling twist.

“No way was he getting my wallet,” he calmly told his 
white-faced mother. “That’s where I keep my fishing licence.”

The shift of power was unmistakable. More and more, I 
found myself fielding angling questions to which I had no 
answer. Imagine coming home from work each day and 
walking straight into a job interview and you get an inkling of 

my typical evening.

Defining moment
It was always likely that so marked 
a transition would have its 
defining moment. It came one 
Sunday afternoon in Norfolk: so 
immersed had he become in his 
quest for carp and pike that my 
heart had leapt when he 
announced that it was time he was 
doing a bit more flyfishing, too, 
and today was the day.

No more nurse-maiding for me. 
He ties all his own knots now, 
weighs up a water unaided and has 
attuned himself sufficiently to the 
physics of the rod that even the 

pitfalls of a rushed back cast have 
somehow been ironed out by the time the 
line heads towards the water.

More to the point, he beat me three fish 
to nil, but it will be the memory of the first 
one that I take to the grave. I was 
swapping flies at the time, when I heard 

much splashing and two words to my left.
“I’m in…”
It wasn’t my gratification at how he’d picked up the 

parlance, nor the way his voice suddenly sounded so much 
deeper than I’d ever noticed before. It was the calm 
assurance with which the words emerged and the unspoken 
but unmissable subtext they dragged in their wake.

“It’s okay, Dad. I’ve got this…”
And so did the dependency curve reach its peak and reverse 

its direction. From this point on, I suspect, it will be more a 
case of him looking after me.

Were this a film, of course, such an epochal moment would 
have been followed by the pair of us, dewy-eyed and arms 
linked, walking off into the sunset to the sound of a soaring 
John Williams theme. Real life, alas, is rarely so 
accommodating. The little sod had one more ace to play as 
we drove home.

A phone app that lets him play his music through the car’s 
speakers would be a brilliant idea, if only his music wasn’t of 
the genre known as ‘Grime’. Never has the letter ‘e’ been so 
superfluous.

What he describes as “the music of the streets” is long on 
anger, short on melody, yet even as the car throbbed like a 
head being punched, for 17 interminable miles, it occurred to 
me that maybe he was merely the agent in this ordeal, the 
real perpetrator, pulling strings from beyond the grave, my 
own father, finally closing that karmic circle after all.

“How d’you like my music now, fat boy…?”

Norfolk’s Narborough 
Fisheries saw a shift in 
the balance of power.


